
FIND YOUR APEX®

 
INTRODUCING THE SECOND SHIP IN  

OUR CELEBRITY EDGE® SERIES



Celebrity Edge® was designed to create a closer connection between you, the sea, and every place on the  

horizon—blurring the lines between inside and out. Every element on these ships has been taken to the edge of 

possibilities. Higher ceilings. Airier venues. Flowing architecture so every deck, every experience, is seamlessly  

connected. From the mind-blowing Eden to the cantilevered Magic Carpet®, each Edge Series ship  

leaves traditional thinking in its wake.

CELEBRITY EDGE WAS JUST THE  
BEGINNING. NOW WE’RE TAKING  
REVOLUTIONARY TO NEW HEIGHTS.

The Magic Carpet
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At Celebrity, we believe in the power of creative  

collaboration. That’s why, for our Edge® Series ships,  

we brought together a world-class team of architects,  

interior designers, and landscape artists to  

create some of the most inspiring places at sea.  

Spaces were turned into experiences. One venue  

connected to the next with a seamless flow so that  

the entire ship becomes a work of art. In fact, every  

detail has been studied, curated, and created  

to deliver high design on the high seas. 

OUR OBSESSION  
WITH DESIGN IS  
STUNNINGLY OBVIOUS

Rooftop Garden
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PATRICIA URQUIOLA
LEAD DESIGNER - EDEN
Patricia studied architecture at the  

world-renowned Madrid Polytechnic 

and Milan Polytechnic. Her talents have 

earned her a long list of international 

honors and awards, and many of her 

designs are displayed in some of the  

most prestigious museums in the world. 

She created the stunning interiors of 

Eden and of one of our main dining 

venues, Cyprus Restaurant.

SCOTT BUTLER, AIA
LEAD ARCHITECT 
EDEN & THE THEATRE
Scott and Wilson Butler Architects have 

been a design partner with Celebrity 

Cruises® since the outset of the Millennium®  

Series ships. Scott and his firm were also 

Master Planners in the Solstice® Series ships, 

designing iconic spaces, including the Grand 

Foyer, the Panoramic Lifts, the Shopping 

Arcade, and more. Scott’s success is the 

result of his collaborative style and the 

collaborative tools that he’s developed.

TOM WRIGHT OF WKK
EXTERIOR PROFILE DESIGNER
World-renowned for his striking creations 

like the Burj Al Arab Hotel in Dubai,  

Tom Wright was the clear choice to lead 

the charge on designing open decks and 

the distinct exterior profile. Tom states,  

“In the port or at sea, Celebrity Apex® 

stands out with its forward-thinking, 

transformational modern design.”

JOUIN MANKU
AWARD-WINNING DESIGN TEAM
Duality, singular, multicultural, ambitious, 

neither architects nor designers: Patrick  

Jouin and Sanjit Manku have invented a  

trade at the crossroads where industrial 

production meets the long tradition of 

craftmanship. In combining their experiences 

and concordant conceptual/experimental 

approaches, they recognized the opportunity 

for a dynamic collaboration that would break 

down the boundaries between object,  

interior, and structure.

KELLY HOPPEN, CBE
AWARD-WINNING, BRITISH DESIGNER
With 40 years in the design industry,  

Kelly is one of the most sought-after 

interior designers in the world. Her globally 

renowned style is a subtle coordinated 

fusion of East meets West; clean lines 

and neutral tones, blended with charming 

warmth and sumptuous opulence.  

Kelly brought her design aesthetic to  

The Retreat® and suites on Edge® Series 

ships—in addition to select spaces  

and suites of The Retreat fleetwide.

THE EDGE SERIES 
DESIGN DREAM TEAM 
The team of A-list designers, architects, and artists came  

together to create an experience at sea like no other.  

Their combined efforts across our ships resulted in  

luxury at every turn.
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First introduced on board Celebrity Edge®, The Retreat®  

is the ultimate luxury experience. The Retreat is more than  

a destination, it’s the perfect fusion of stunning suites,  

your own private restaurant, and an exclusive lounge and 

sundeck that are like a private escape within your escape. 

We’ve thought of every amenity you could wish for (and 

some you haven’t even thought of) as your dedicated team 

of butlers, attendants, and concierges ensure you never have 

to lift a finger while traveling the world.

As a guest of The Retreat, we’re with you from the moment 

you book to the moment you get back home. Your concierge 

team will book your vacation and help you plan every  

experience. On board, your dedicated Retreat Concierge 

can arrange everything you need, including Private Journeys 

tours, dining reservations, and spa appointments. 

The Retreat®  Sundeck

INTRODUCING THE RETREAT®

*Special fares, or MoveUp upgrade from a non-suite stateroom  
do not include All Included amenities.
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Exclusive to guests of The Retreat®—and open for breakfast, 

lunch, and dinner—this private restaurant features a boldly 

elegant design as distinctive as its cuisine. Crafted by  

our Michelin-starred chef, the modern, eclectic cuisine 

served here is not available anywhere else on board—and 

includes signature dishes from our Global Culinary  

Ambassador, Chef Daniel Boulud. For us, teaming up  

with world-renowned Chef Boulud is a recipe for even  

more culinary success.

This exclusive lounge is available 24/7, and inside,  

you’ll discover a warm and inviting space—perfect for 

relaxing. Enjoy complimentary beverages and gourmet 

bites. And, a dedicated concierge can make any 

arrangements you need—on board or off.

The Retreat Sundeck is a luxurious outdoor area 

that rivals any high-end resort. An exclusive pool, 

plush furniture, a relaxing hot tub, and dedicated 

attendants serving cocktails and chilled towels, makes 

it easy to unwind. 

Luminae at The Retreat

The Retreat Lounge

The Retreat Sundeck

ALL SUITES.   
ALL EXCLUSIVE.  
ALL INCLUDED*.

*All Included amenities are not included with special fares or  
MoveUp upgrades from any non-suite stateroom.
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The Retreat’s Iconic Suite 

Every stunning suite of The Retreat®  surrounds you in luxury  

with expansive, stunningly designed spaces that  feature  

floor-to-ceiling sliding doors and windows. You’ll find  

everything you need to relax in total comfort, including:

•   Butler

•    Dedicated Retreat Concierge

•   24-hour complimentary room service  
with a premium menu

•    Welcome bottle of champagne

•    Priority check-in, departure, and port  
tendering/boarding

•    Reserved theater seating on Evening Chic nights

•    Exclusive eXhale® bedding and king-sized 
CashmereTM Mattresses 

•    Plush Frette robes, towels, and slippers

•   Complimentary in-suite specialty coffees

EVERY LUXURY INCLUDED WITH THE RETREAT*

•   Premium Drinks

•   Premium Wi-Fi

•   Tips

•   Onboard credit

Our suite collection includes the Penthouse Suites,  

Royal Suites, Celebrity Suites, and Sky Suites.  

Plus, we’ve introduced two exclusive Edge® Series 

additions, the Iconic Suites and Edge Villas.

SO MUCH MORE  
THAN A SUITE

Edge Villa Veranda

Iconic Suite®, exclusive  
to our Edge® Series ships Penthouse Suite

*Special fares, or MoveUp upgrade from a non-suite stateroom  
do not include All Included amenities.
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CONCIERGE CLASS 
Little details make a world of difference.  

From the minute you arrive to the minute you leave, 

we’ll assist you to make sure everything is perfect.  

Our meticulously designed Concierge Class is not just  

a room, it’s an experience in extraordinary service. 

SERVICES & AMENITIES FOR ALL  
CONCIERGE CLASS GUESTS
•  Dedicated concierge service

•  Welcome Aboard Concierge Class Lunch

•  Exclusive destination seminar

•  Luxurious amenities

TAKE “ME TIME” TO  
A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
Concierge Class and AquaClass® are so much more than  

staterooms, they’re experiences that redefine  

world-class accommodations.

AQUACLASS
Our AquaClass® staterooms are infused with  

luxurious spa elements that make them the perfect  

sanctuary for focusing on wellness and relaxation.  

Unwind with complimentary, unlimited access  

to the SEA Thermal Suite, featuring the hammam— 

just one of eight distinctive experiences in The Spa.  

Enjoy a personalized regimen of treatments arranged  

by the spa concierge. Savor clean cuisine in the  

exclusive restaurant, Blu.

SERVICES & AMENITIES FOR  
ALL AQUACLASS GUESTS
 •   Unlimited access to the SEA Thermal Suite

 •   Exclusive restaurant—Blu

 •   Personal Spa Concierge

 •   Priority spa reservations

 •   Two bottled waters delivered in-room daily

 •   Two yoga mats

 •   In-room fitness amenities

Concierge Class stateroom with Infinite Veranda®

Dedicated concierge service

Blu, exclusive restaurant for AquaClass guests

Welcome bottle of sparkling wine The SEA Thermal Suite 

FOR MORE ON OUR STATEROOMS AND SUITES,
VISIT CELEBRITY.COM
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SPECIALTY DINING 
To truly open the world—and palates—of our savvy 

travelers even more, we designed exciting specialty 

restaurants found nowhere else at sea. From a dining 

experience at Eden Restaurant that will excite every 

sense to cuisine at Fine Cut Steakhouse that offers

up a sizzle—there’s something delectable on board 

for everyone. 

FINE CUT STEAKHOUSE 

LE GRAND BISTRO

LE PETIT CHEF®

RAW ON 5

ROOFTOP GARDEN GRILL

EDEN RESTAURANT 

MAGIC CARPET®

We deliver a diverse and authentic culinary journey on board our 

ships by turning our focus to the destinations we visit. Here, we 

find creative inspiration and the local ingredients for the visionary 

recipes our Michelin-starred chef, Cornelius Gallagher, creates. 

You can also enjoy our Chef’s Table† by Daniel Boulud, a  

five-course dining experience available to everyone.

MAIN DINING EXPERIENCE
We’ve redesigned the main dining experience to include not  

one, but four complimentary main restaurants—each with a  

distinctive design and ambience inspired by a specific region  

of the world. And we’re introducing delicious new menus  

and signature dishes at each venue. 

COSMOPOLITAN RESTAURANT

TUSCAN RESTAURANT

CYPRUS RESTAURANT

NORMANDIE RESTAURANT

†Additional charges apply.

DISCOVER DINING  
THAT OPENS YOUR WORLD Cosmopolitan Restaurant

Tuscan Restaurant

Cyprus  Restaurant

Normandie  Restaurant

Eden Restaurant

Immersive culinary 
 experience at Le Petit Chef

COMPLIMENTARY CASUAL  
DINING VENUES 
We’ve extended the complimentary dining selection  

so that you can enjoy casual culinary bites anytime you  

please. From hearty fare at Mast Grill to healthy options  

at The Spa Café and Juice Bar, including a signature 

smoothie by goop*. There’s something for everone—

morning, noon, and night. 

OCEANVIEW CAFÉ

THE SPA CAFÉ AND JUICE BAR

EDEN CAFÉ

MAST GRILL    *Additional cost.

29 
Distinct food and 

beverage experiences

4
Complimentary 
main restaurants

2
Exclusive restaurants:  

1 for The Retreat®

1 for AquaClass® 

7 
Specialty  

restaurants

4
Complimentary casual 

dining venues 

12
Cafés, bars, and lounges
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There’s so much to say about the new experiences aboard  

our Edge® Series ships, but we haven’t forgotten some of the 

tried-and-true popular favorites—including Café al Bacio, the

Pool Bar, the Martini Bar, and the ever-popular Sunset Bar. 

They’re all here, waiting to serve up hand-crafted cocktails and 

ice-cold craft brews or healthy snacks and juices you need to 

replenish after a day at the spa or pool. Awaken your senses 

at Eden Bar with creative artisanal cocktails and ever-changing 

activities. Or kick back at Craft Social Bar, the new spot aboard 

Celebrity Apex® offering a fun, casual atmosphere and a vast 

selection of craft beers, wines, and cocktails poured by our 

Cicerone certified servers.

BARS
NEW Craft Social Bar*

The Casino Bar* 

The Martini Bar 

Eden Bar

The Retreat Pool Bar 

Sunset Bar

The Pool Bar

Il Secondo Bacio 

The Theatre Bar

LOUNGES 
The Retreat Lounge 

Café Al Bacio

The Club 

Magic Carpet®

SERVING UP ALL THE  
FAVORITES

Café Al Bacio

The Magic Carpet®Specialty coffee at Café Al Bacio

*Craft Social Bar is on Celebrity Apex®   

and Celebrity BeyondSM, and The Casino Bar  
is only on Celebrity Edge®.
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The Spa entrance

The Spa introduces an array of innovative new firsts in  

beauty, fitness, and wellness. That includes our expanded  

Fitness Center, offering cutting-edge new programs like the  

first F45®* classes at sea, as well as our enhanced Kérastase® 

Institute. We’re also the first cruise line to offer Peloton®  

high-tech stationary bikes. And, our new Women in Wellness 

program features leading wellness influencers focusing on  

the emotional, physical, and spiritual needs of today’s modern 

traveler. Plus, you’ll discover new state-of-the-art treatment 

tables, like our Iyashi Dome. Choose from more than  

120 rejuvenating spa treatments, and unwind in our  

luxurious, nature-infused SEA Thermal Suite. 

DISCOVER 
A REVOLUTION  
IN WELLNESS

An evolution of our popular Persian Garden, The SEA 

Thermal Suite includes eight distinctive therapeutic 

experiences, all inspired by nature. The Hammam is our 

modern take on the traditional Turkish bath. Relax and 

take a deep healing breath in the Salt Room. Soothe  

your senses in the Steam Room as toxins melt away  

from your body. Step into the massaging Rainfall Water 

Therapy Room. Relax in the Infrared Sauna Room, as 

warm air relieves stress. Meditate in our luminous  

Crystalarium, as healing energy exudes from the  

natural stone walls and amethyst crystal. And  

experience panoramic sea views in the Float Room,  

cocooned in floating basket chairs, or reclining on  

heated tile loungers. Come experience everything  

you’d expect on a ships designed to create a greater  

connection between you, the sea, and the world  

beyond. It’s truly ahhh-mazing.

SEA THERMAL SUITE

Early morning yoga with a view The Float Room

The Hammam

*Available on Celebrity Apex®
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We’ve designed every public space with entertainment in  

mind, from The Theatre and its 110-foot wide screen to the 

enchanting Rooftop Garden. Our lineup of unforgettable  

shows, live music, exciting casinos, and nightlife make this  

a vacation worth a standing ovation.

EDEN
The iconic Eden is a transformative experience unlike  

anything else at sea—or even on land—that evolves from 

chillful to playful to wonderful. By day, discover an array  

of all-new activities. By night, Eden is an ever-changing  

experience that transforms through out your vacation  

offering events designed to awaken your sense of  

wonder in unique and exciting ways.  

THE THEATRE
With a perfect view from any seat, The Theatre introduces  

our most technologically advanced theater yet—the  

perfect home for the groundbreaking new productions  

you’ll experience here. A new 20-foot-tall 4K LED screen  

comprised of 17 million pixels curves 110 feet around the  

stage to immerse you like never before. A translucent,  

360-degree circular scrim features eight 21K laser projectors 

for wrap-around imagery and effects. And setting the stage  

for one of the most dynamic new productions at sea,  

there’s a one-ton, 17.5-foot-tall Tree of Life that boasts  

2,842 LED leaves.*

* Only featured on Celebrity Apex®

THE CLUB
Gathering space by day and a place of wild discovery  

by night—this transformative venue will have you coming 

back for more. Experience everything from gaming and  

live DJ performances to new evening productions that  

will entertain you long past your bedtime. 

CAMP AT SEA
The first and only fully customizable Camp at Sea  

program makes every sailing a brand new experience  

for young seafaring travelers of all ages. By partnering  

with leading brands and companies, we’ve created four 

fun-filled categories of interest—Art, Recreation, Culinary, 

and S.T.E.M.—to offer more than 500 entertaining and  

engaging activities overall.

LET US 
ENTERTAIN YOU

Eden The Club 

The Theatre Camp at Sea
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See the Old World from a new perspective–or find  

your own corner of the Caribbean on board one of our  

stunning Edge® Series Ships. Whether you want to soak  

up the Caribbean sun or discover Europe’s stunning  

coast—we’ll help you do it in style.

CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO  
INCREDIBLE CORNERS  
OF THE WORLD

Meander through seaside  
villages in Europe

Chart a new course  
in legendary places

Create new memories  
in the Old World

Get up close to the locals 
in the underwater world

Take in epic  
sunsets from sea
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CALL 1-888-283-6374. CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR. VISIT CELEBRITY.COM   

EXPERIENCE THE BEST ON  
YOUR NEXT VACATION

2 0 2 0

BEST PREMIUM
CRUISE LINE
13 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

Travel Weekly’s 18th Annual
Readers’ Choice Awards

2 0 2 0

BEST
CRUISE LINE
IN EUROPE

11 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
Travel Weekly’s 18th Annual

Readers’ Choice Awards

2 0 2 0

GOLD AWARD
BEST PREMIUM

CRUISE SHIP
Celebrity Edge®

Travvy Awards

2 0 2 0

BEST OVERALL
INDIVIDUAL SHIP

Celebrity Edge®

Travel Weekly’s 18th Annual
Readers’ Choice Awards

2 0 2 0

GOLD AWARD
BEST CRUISE

LINE FOR LGBTQ
PASSENGERS

Travvy Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
LARGE SHIP

Celebrity ApexSM

Travel Weekly’s
Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

BEST OF
AWARD OF

EXCELLENCE
3 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

Celebrity Edge®

Wine Spectator Restaurant 
Wine List Awards

2 0 2 1

AWARD OF
EXCELLENCE

2 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
Celebrity ApexSM

Wine Spectator Restaurant 
Wine List Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
SUITE DESIGN

 3 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
Edge Villas

Travel Weekly’s
Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
SUITE DESIGN

 2 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
Iconic Suite

Celebrity Edge® Series
Travel Weekly’s

Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
CABIN DESIGN

3 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
Infinite Veranda®

Travel Weekly’s
Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
SPA DESIGN

The Spa
Celebrity Summit®

Travel Weekly’s
Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
ENTERTAINMENT

Tree of Life
Travel Weekly’s

Magellan Awards

2 0 2 1

GOLD AWARD
ENTERTAINMENT

Wonder at Eden
Travel Weekly’s

Magellan Awards
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